
Snow White 
An Alchemical Guide to Reclaiming SELF 

Workshop with Eva Rider, MA, MFT 
 

 

Fairy tales are the purest and simplest expression of 
collective unconscious psychic processes. Therefore their 
value for the scientific investigation of the unconscious 
exceeds that of all other material. They represent the 
archetypes in their simplest, barest, and most concise form. 
 

- Marie Louise Von Franz,  
Interpretation of Fairytales 

 
The Grimm’s tale of “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” 
beautifully illustrates the essence of the alchemical processes 
on the journey towards wholeness.  I invite you to join me on 
a voyage towards exploring and synthesizing some of these elements as they direct the 
Soul towards embodying its own unique individuality.  
 
At the precipice of Spring Equinox, let’s enter into the heart of this beloved fairy tale via 
multiple paths – music, movement, dreams and creative expression – to evoke new 
insights into its deep mysteries and its messages for discovering meaning in our lives.  
 
To get the most from this workshop, familiarity with Jung, dream work or movement is 
helpful. 
 

March 14 & 15, 2014 

Friday 7 – 9:30 pm, Saturday 12 noon – 6:30 pm 
 
Center for Transformative Visions 

819 ½ Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 
 
Cost: $210 (all materials included) 
Student scholarships may be available.  
 
Register online at www.reclaimingsoul.com. 
 
Questions? Contact evarider@reclaimingsoul.com or (831) 427-9108. 
 

Eva Rider MA, MFT, is a Jungian Psychotherapist whose  work encompasses unveiling the 
dream, its relationship to myth and the Emerging Creative Process. She is engaged in the study of 
the relationship of Jung’s Psychology to the Hermetic Tree of Life.  Eva has studied Western 
Metaphysics for 30 years and incorporates Jungian theory, dreams, alchemy and myth in her 
work. She has taught as an adjunct instructor at  John F. Kennedy University and has completed 
The Marion Woodman BodySoul Leadership Training and teaches as a Community workshop 
instructor.                     


